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PRESS RELEASE  
#Photography #Exhibition #New Photobook #HongKong #70's #WanChai #Vintage 
#Nightlife 

HK:PM  [ Hong Kong Nightlife 1974-1989 ]  by Greg Girard 

A photographic exhibition organized by Blue Lotus Gallery 
at PMQ (room 507s) from 27 October to 12 November 2017 
coinciding with a new photo book release of the same title 

EXHIBITION OPENING:              27 October 2017, 6–8pm 
EXHIBITION RUNS UNTIL          12 November 2017   
VENUE:    PMQ: Room 507s, 35 Aberdeen Street, Central, HK 
OPENING HOURS:    daily including Saturday & Sunday 11am to 7pm 

CONTACT:  
Press & Inquiries (English): Christina Jensen:  christina@bluelotus-gallery.com  
    Sarah Greene   sarah@bluelotus-gallery.com 
Press & Inquiries (Chinese): Eunice Lam :    eunice@bluelotus-gallery.com 

Greg Girard’s representative HK: www.bluelotus-gallery.com 
Event Page Link here.    
Book available online here 
Publisher: www.asiaone.com.hk 
Greg Girard’s official website: www.greggirard.com 
Press Kit with detailed info on book, exhibition and images here. 
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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION SHORT VERSION:  

HK:PM is an exhibition of photographs of Greg Girard's nocturnal wanderings in Hong Kong made between 
1974 and 1989. The exhibition also marks the release of the book of the same title, published by Asia One. 
HK:PM takes you through the neon lit streets and into tattoo parlours, dive bars and the hotel rooms of 
soldiers and sailors who frequented them. Other scenes depict the pre-dawn emptiness of the city’s streets 
and alleys bathed in the colours of artificial light. With a foreword by award winning Hong Kong director 
Ann Hui, HK:PM adds a missing photographic link to the visual record of Hong Kong in the 1970s and 80s. 
   

  ABOUT THE BOOK: 

HK:PM [Hong Kong Night Life 1974-1989] by Greg Girard 
Foreward by film maker Ann Hui 
Published by Asia One, Hong Kong 
ISBN: 978-988-77121-7-6  
English  
184pp, W 18 cm x H 25 cm,  Hard Cover Case Binding  
HK$ 320 
Available online here 

The book will be launched during the opening night of Greg Girard’s solo exhibition: HK:PM held at PMQ 
on Friday 27 October at 8pm to 8pm. The exhibition will continue until 12 November 2017 where the book 
will be available for sale throughout the exhibition.  

ABOUT THE ARTIST: 

This is Girard’s first solo show in Hong Kong since 2008 and the first time 
these early photographs are collected and displayed as a dedicated body of 
work. Girard, a respected Canadian photographer, whose work has 
examined the social and physical transformations in Asia's largest cities for 
over 30 years, is also co-author with Ian Lambot of the seminal book “City 
of Darkness”, the definitive record Hong Kong’s infamous Kowloon Walled 
City, and its updated re-release “City of Darkness Revisited”. Other titles 
include “Phantom Shanghai” listed as one of the top 10 photography books 
of all time by The Independent (UK), “Hanoi Calling” and, earlier this year, 
“Under Vancouver 1972-1982” and “Hotel Okinawa”. The book HK:PM will 
be available during Greg Girard’s exhibition at PMQ 27 October to 12 
November 2017. 
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EXTENDED VERSION: 

HK:PM is Greg Girard’s ode to nocturnal Hong Kong between 1974 and 1989, the earliest work of the 
photographer’s long relationship with Asia. A journey exploring the underside of a city he first visited as a 
teenager in 1974 and and later lived in for 15 years. The  photographs in HK:PM are imbued with the noir 
allure and seedy pastels of Hong Kong in its prime. “I started taking photographs at night as soon as I 
picked up my first camera. I never really thought of them as “night” pictures. It was just a different kind of 
light, whether neon, fluorescent, moonlight or the light of the city reflected off an overcast sky. But Hong 
Kong was alive at night in a way that other places weren’t,” says Girard. Alive indeed, when darkness falls 
another world comes out to play and these photographs capture just that. 

HK:PM shows people at work, people at play, and simply getting on with their lives, mostly with the 
particular atmospheric backdrop of Hong Kong at night. A world onto itself, a place where jetliners almost 
touch the buildings when they come in for landing, where your desires can be met at an instant, and where 
people from all over the world pass through. Not portraying the glamour that some may associate with the 
city, instead we are invited to see how this place may have been tough for some, however driven by the 
hope that is the “Hong Kong Dream.” Attracted to the hidden and often dark beauty in everyday life, 
Girard is a champion of the common man as he explores “the often overlooked features that define daily 
life for its residents.” 

Girard always captures his subjects and surroundings with a non-judgmental eye and genuine interest 
paired with a journalistic/anthropological approach to accessing and documenting what may not last, and 
the sense to see it at the right time. Born and raised in a suburb of Vancouver, Girard began taking 
photographs as a high school student in the 1970s, spending days and nights in the downtown districts 
surrounding the port. In 1974 Girard first travelled to Hong Kong, where he later settled and found work, 
first as a sound recordist for the BBC, and then eventually as a photographer. For many years Girard 
produced editorial work for publications such as National Geographic, Time, Newsweek, Fortune, Forbes, 
Elle, Paris-Match, Stern, and New York Times Magazine. More recently his photographs have been exhibited 
and collected around the world, with shows for example at the International Centre for Photography (USA), 
PM Gallery (UK), the National Gallery of Canada, the Yixian International Photo Festival (China), and 
numerous other public and private institutions. 

As for HK:PM, part of the motivation behind this series is clear when Girard explains, “at the time (1970s 
and 80s) I wasn’t seeing anything, apart from a rare scene in a Hong Kong gangster film perhaps, that was 
visually registering the place I was living in.” He is famous for capturing what may be lost in history but he 
also admits to the failures, the photographs that got away: “There used to be ballroom dance clubs where 
patrons could pay per dance with a hostess. The patrons were older gents. All rather genteel from what I 
could tell. Long gone I assume now. I would poke my head in but was never able to make a picture.” Girard 
still gets a “thrill” when arriving in HK and loves “wandering aimlessly around the streets,” but admits to 
feeling some sense of loss about features of the city that have vanished, like “the filling in of the harbour, 
certain buildings and neighbourhoods, and especially Kai Tak airport of course”. 

A personal “letter” to the artist by the iconic Ann Hui, one of Hong Kong’s most celebrated “New Wave” 
film makers, acts as a fitting foreword to the new book. Girard photographed the director in 1986 and, 
although they hadn’t communicated since, Hui generously agreed to to contribute a foreword. Hui focuses 
on social issues in her work: human migration and displacement, ongoing change and the innate human 
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strength to adapt. Girard for his part has always been attracted to the social and physical transformations of 
places. And it would appear that both artists share an interest in society’s uncelebrated and overlooked.  

For example, the acclaimed book “City of Darkness” (and its updated and expanded re-issue, “City of 
Darkness Revisited”), a five year project co-authored with Ian Lambot, documenting the infamous Walled 
City of Kowloon: 33,000 people living in over 300 interconnected high-rise buildings, built without the 
contributions of a single architect and ungoverned by Hong Kong's safety and health regulations. Torn 
down in 1992, the book’s photographs, oral histories, maps and essays provide the most thorough record of 
this singular Hong Kong phenomenon.  

Hong Kong is a sum of many parts, the seedy nightlife is but one, and this unglamorous underbelly makes 
for a rich and alluring world that attracted a young photographer from the first day he stepped off a 
freighter in Hong Kong in 1974. 

+++ 

For More information or interviews with the artist please contact us. 

Press & Inquiries (English): Christina Jensen:  christina@bluelotus-gallery.com  
    Sarah Greene   sarah@bluelotus-gallery.com 
Press & Inquiries (Chinese): Eunice Lam :    eunice@bluelotus-gallery.com 
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